Summary
There is the analysis of the mechanism of criminal legal regulation from the point of view of its structure. The key categories of this mechanism have been considered – the rules of criminal law and criminal law relations.

The importance of the mechanism of criminal law regulation for law-making is shown through concrete examples of legislative novelties.
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CRIMINAL AND LEGAL ESSENCE OF THE «CRIMINAL OFFENSE» CATEGORY

Ганна Федотова. КРИМІНАЛЬНО-ПРАВОВА СУТНІСТЬ КАТЕГОРІЇ «КРИМІНАЛЬНИЙ ПРОСТУПОК». Ці метою визначення кримінально-правової сутності категорії кримінальний проступок проаналізовано дефініцію «кримінальне правопорушення» як родового (дочірнього) поняття та охарактеризовано видові (похідні) поняття «злочин» та «кримінальний проступок». Розкрито усвідомлення сутності явища «кримінальний проступок» в кримінально-правовій науці за результати якої доведено притаманність злочинної природи кримінальному проступку.

Зазначено, що, незважаючи на те, що вчені-правознавці достатньо давно вивчають проблеми кримінальних проступків, у усвідомленні сутності цього явища в кримінально-правовій науці та практиці бракує одностайності.

На підставі аналізу думок науковців зроблено висновок, що термін «проступок» здебільшого використовується як тотожне при визначенні правопорушення, без якогось змістового розмежування. Таке ототожнення, на нашу думку, некоректне, оскільки правопорушення є більш загальним поняттям та за чинним законодавством охоплює всі види проступків і злочини.

Наголошено на притаманності кримінальному проступку злочинної природи, підтвердженням чого є прийняття 22 листопада 2018 року Верховною Радою України Закону України «Про внесення змін до деяких законодавчих актів України щодо спрощення досудового розслідування окремих категорій кримінальних правопорушень» (№7279-д). Після набуття ним чинності 1 вересня 2020 р. буде введено в дію положення щодо урегулювання питання кримінальних проступків, наділяючи вказану категорією статусом одного з видів кримінального правопорушення, за яке передбачено кримінальну відповідальність, використовуючи при цьому викримлюючи критерії – ступінь суспільної небезпеки, вид і міру покарання. Відповідно до положень Закону «кримінальним проступком» є передбачене Кримінальним кодексом діяння (дія чи бездіяльність), за вчинення якого передбачено основне покарання у виді штрафу в розмірі не більше трьох тисяч неоподатковуваних мінімумів доходів громадян або інше покарання, не пов’язане з позбавленням волі.

Ключові слова: кримінальне правопорушення, злочин, кримінальний проступок, кримінально процессуальне законодавство, кримінальне законодавство.

Problem statement. With the adoption of the Criminal Procedure Code of Ukraine in 2012 (hereinafter referred to as the CPC), in addition to the «crime», the only criminal, socially dangerous and harmful act for which criminal liability may occur, such concept as «criminal
The article’s objective. Let’s try to reveal the essence of the concept of «criminal offense» by defining the components of this phenomenon.

Basic content. «Crime» is one of the fundamental categories of criminal law, the key concept in this field of law, which underlies all other criminal concepts and institutions. This word is formed from the noun «evil» and the verb «to do» and means «to commit evil», «to do evil» [2, p. 267; 3, c. 605]. Crime, like any other offense, is the act of a person, moreover, by its very nature, is an attack on those relations which have developed in the society, reflecting its most important interests, that is why they are protected by the law on criminal liability.

The concept of crime is derived from crime. In a concise form, crime is a social phenomenon, a process, a state, a pattern, and the totality of crimes committed. Ya. I. Glinsky [4, p. 32] regards «crime» and «criminality» as relative and conventional concepts that partially reflect some of the social realities. For understanding the nature of crime, I. I. Karpets emphasizes [5, p. 87], it is important to keep in mind that it reflects the particular contradictions and deformations of social being. To some extent, they are right, it is common for society to determine crime and punishment without worrying about the consequences. Thus, in Soviet times in the 1930’s there was a period when criminal liability was imposed for abortion [6], in the course of time the criminal liability of pregnant women for abortion was abolished and it concerned only the persons (including doctors) who performed abortions outside hospitals or other medical institutions [7; 8]. The similar example in the times of independence of our country is the adoption of the Law of Ukraine «On Amendments to the Criminal Code of Ukraine on Improving Responsibility for Trafficking in Persons and Engaging in Prostitution» dated January 12, 2006, No. 3316-IV, which abolished criminal liability of a person for systematic engagement in prostitution (provision of sexual services) and established responsibility for pimping or involving a person in prostitution (Article 303 of the Criminal Code of Ukraine) [9]. But the question arises as to the public danger of this act. It cannot appear and disappear depending on the will of the legislator. Defining a person’s behavior as a crime (criminalizing an act) or excluding it from the range of criminal acts (decriminalizing an act) is a continuous process of assessing the conformity or non-conformity of that behavior with social development.

According to some scholars, social danger is a social feature characteristic only of crimes [10; 11, c. 74; 12, c. 8].

At the same time, opinions are expressed about the unity of all offenses, including crimes, which is social in nature – their social danger, and the difference is only due to a different degree of this social danger [13; 14; 15; 16, c. 17; 17; 18, c. 115].

Crimes are inherent in the greatest danger due to the object of the attack, the nature and gravity of the harm, the mode of action, the form and degree of the fault, the motives and purpose, as well as all other objective and subjective features. There is no clear opinion as to the concept and content of public danger. Public danger refers to a material sign (an intrinsic property) of a criminal act that reveals its social essence, enshrined in law, and has legal significance.

The degree of public danger is conditioned by the presence or absence of certain signs that affect public danger, which affect the legislator nor the law enforcement body having the ability to influence the public danger of action. That is, danger is inherent in action not because it has been so appreciated by someone, but because it inherently contradicts the normal conditions of existence of this society, and encroaches on publicly protected relationships. For example, paying a debt to a debtor is a civil legal relationship, but if you look at it in detail and find out that the intention to misappropriation was formed long before they were borrowed, it already forms a crime – fraud.

S. V. Kivalov [19] spoke his mind about the system of public danger in the context of the substitution of the term «crime» for «criminal offense», proposing to define «criminal offense as a socially dangerous, harmful, criminal unlawful act (act or omission) of the subject of criminal offense, and criminal misconduct – as a type of criminal offense that has a reduced
degree of public danger that does not lead to criminal convictions. In this sense, the signs of criminal misconduct are due not only to the absorption of many (disciplinary, administrative, civil) offenses by crime, but also to the social characteristics of encroachment on basic social values».

Despite the fact that legal scholars have long been studying the problems of criminal misconduct, there is a lack of unanimity in the awareness of the essence of this phenomenon in criminal science and practice.

The scientific and practical significance of this problem is determined by the need to update opinions on criminal offenses, which is caused by the emergence of new state priorities, reform of criminal justice, refocusing on other, more sophisticated and free methods of legal regulation.

The term «misconduct» is multifaceted in its meaning and is used in different meanings and contexts.

Many scholars have considered the definition of criminal misconduct in their works, including I. P. Golosnichenko, M. M. Dmitruk, O. O. Kashkarov, O. D. Kos, A. A. Manzhula, L. V. Pavlik, S. V. Petkov, V. O. Tuliakov, P. L. Fris and others. However, there is no clear understanding of the legal nature and definition of the specific concept that would reveal the nature of the criminal offense.

For this purpose, it is logically to pay attention to the linguistic aspect, which, above all, will help to clarify the legal meaning of the term "misconduct". According to the etymology, misconduct is defined as «sin», guilt or «lech» [20, v. 1, p. 328, v. 3, p. 2010]. Modern dictionaries of the Ukrainian language reveal misconduct as an act that violates any norms, rules of conduct, generally accepted order; guilt [21, p. 306; 22, c. 817]. In the general social sense, misconduct means an anti-social or harmful to society action aimed at destroying the foundations of civilized life and violating the norms fixed by the legal codes of the state [23, p. 20]. In a legal encyclopedia, misconduct is considered a crime – a type of offense that is guilty of (or inaction), different from a crime of lesser degree of public danger. One of the measures of public influence for misdemeanor involving a violation of public order is public condemnation, reprimand, fine, and so on; for misconduct in the course of their duties, one of the disciplinary sanctions; for committing an administrative offense – one of the administrative penalties [24, p. 47]. V. V. Kopeychikov defines misconduct as an act that violates the rules of law, but does not reach the level of public danger inherent in crime [25]. Traditional and generally accepted theory of state and law is the opinion according to which the offense is classified into crimes and misdemeanors, depending on the degree of public danger (harm) [26, p. 438–439]. In Soviet law, as stated by S. V. Petkov [27], the definition of misconduct only as an administrative offense was wrong. Such a judgment existed to simplify the activities of the socialist bodies, and therefore all misdemeanors were called offenses and were placed in one code – the Code of Ukraine on Administrative Offenses. According to the above theory, misdemeanor-torts (Latin delictum – misdemeanor) are offenses that cause harm to a person, society, state and are grounds for bringing an offender to the liability provided by law. But misdemeanors should be distinguished from crimes, since a criminal offense is a criminal act envisaged by a socially dangerous act (act or omission), which involves the assault on the social order of the state, its political and economic systems, property, person, political, labor, property and other rights and freedoms of citizens, as well as other socially dangerous act, provided for by the criminal law, which is to encroach on the rule of law. Therefore, the term «misconduct» is mostly used as an identity in defining an offense, without any meaningful delineation. Such an identification is, in our view, incorrect, since offense is a more general concept and covers, under applicable law, all types of misconduct and crime.

There has been widespread debate about the legal content of criminal misconduct among legal scholars. I. P. Golosnichenko [28, p. 70] proposes to refer to the experience of foreign countries and to introduce in Ukrainian legislation the term «criminal misconduct» together with administrative offenses and crimes, motivating it with the conformity of the laws of unlawful acts classification and taking into account all peculiarities of establishing both material and procedural relations. Comparing the definitions of «misdemeanor» and «violation», A. A. Manzhula [29] concludes that the violation is non-compliance with the system of rules, while the misdemeanor is non-compliance with a particular type of specific rule, rules of behavior. Many lawyers claim that the institution of criminal misconduct is an institution of criminal law [30]. Instead, L. Pavlik [31, p. 524] considers it «unconventional» for the field of criminal law. A. D. Kos, defines criminal offense as an element of crime-fighting policy, refer-
ring to the content of the Concept of Criminal Justice Reform. P. L. Fries is ambiguous in his statements about the wrongdoing [33]. He cites several options, such as: «criminal offenses», «punishable offenses, transgressions» and proposes to use the term «criminal offenses» (which, in our view, is not inherent in this field) in criminal theory, understanding it as socially harmful, unlawful, guilty act (act or omission) committed by a physical or legal entity, as well as by an organizational entity that does not have the status of a legal entity but is empowered to act on its own behalf, for which the Criminal Code provides for liability.

V. O. Tuliakov [34, p. 29, 117] is convinced that the term «criminal (triable) misconduct» is inappropriate, and considers the term «criminal offense» to be the most justified, since the word «misconduct» indicates the connection with other types of offenses and the part «criminal» is connected with the crime. According to its properties, criminal misconduct, according to the scientist, is an intermediate act between a crime and an administrative offense, the committing of which results in criminal responsibility.

These statements are undoubtedly worthy of attention, since they distinguish from the multifaceted and contradictory subject of knowledge the characteristic features inherent in one phenomenon – criminal misconduct, and start a new legal institute in the science of criminal law that needs theoretical substantiation.

Therefore, comprehension of some types of crimes and criminal activity from the former formal-dogmatic position is impossible, since there comes the period of a new vision of problems and ways of neutralizing the consequences of illegal activity [35, p. 5–8]. In adhering to this position, scientists point to the fact that there are no traits of criminal offense in criminal activity.

Criminal misconduct, according to A. S. Makarenko [36], is a type of criminal offense and is a non-criminal criminal act.

L. Pavlyk [31], considering the concept of «offense» as «an act that violates any norms, rules of conduct, generally accepted procedure, guilt», defines the concept of «criminal misconduct» as an act that violates criminal law, and concludes that the two concepts are different in content and not inherent in the criminal nature of criminal misconduct. But such a judgment in our opinion is not acceptable.

Confirmation of the criminal nature is the adoption of the Law of Ukraine «On Amendments to Certain Legislative Acts of Ukraine on Simplifying the Pre-trial Investigation of Certain Categories of Criminal Offenses» (№7279-д) [37] on November 22, 2018 by the Verkhovna Rada of Ukraine.

The Act will enter into force on January 1, 2020 and will enact provisions on the settlement of criminal offenses, granting that category the status of a criminal offense for which criminal liability is provided, taking into account at the same time the distinguishing criteria – the degree of public danger, type and way of punishment. According to the provisions of the Law, a «criminal offense» is an action (action or omission) provided by the Criminal Code, which imposes a basic penalty of not more than three thousand non-taxable minimum incomes or other punishment unrelated to deprivation.
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